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Which bring quick cash and a growing business
SPRA YBERRY ACADEMY of RADIO, 2548 University Place, Washington, D. C.

RADIO BUS IN2SS BUILDE:n NO ..1

HOW TO INSTJllLLA SA'l'ISFACTORY ANTENNA SYSTEM

Every Radio receiver requires an "energy collector", commonly
ca.LLed an ANTEIJNA or AERIAL. Ir:J.the past many "rnak e-ce m.f't.s "
have. been accepted under one or the other of these names. The
p~blic, as a whole, does not know what constitutes a proper
antenna installation. Therefore, in practice today you will find
many inefficient and dangerous devices in use -- some of them
veritable noise factories within themselves.

So called l1eliminators" are poor substitutes for;an antenna, and
and nearly always decrease the receiver's sensitivity as well as
~ntroauce unnecessary noise. Extending wires thrown out of a
windo.w, stretched around the room or loosely tied between two
supports, 'serving as an antenna, are perhaps the cause of mor-e
Radio dlssatisfaction than anyone thing today.

There are scores of unsatisfactory antenna installations in every
cornrnun.i ty throughout. the country. Any Wide-awake student can
make many extra dollars by taking advantage of this situation if
he cares to do so. Then, there are always new installations from
which many Rad i o men make a handsome profit ..

You can easily tell just how many possible jobs of this nature
are a\railable in your community. Take the time off to make a
survey of ~he houses in two or .three blocks of your community --
just as a Etart~r. The resident of any house that does not have
an efficient and well supported antenna system is aPROS:?ECT FOR
A fJIODERNANTE1-JNASYSTEM. If they have no Radio, then they are
a ~rospect for not only a good antenna system, but also for a
Rad ro receiver.

After you have selected two or three blocks fora survey, go
around in back of the houses (walk down the alley) with two
objects in mind. (1) Note hO'INmany houses havenovisi.b1e antenna
and (2) those which show clumsy make-shifts of wire serving as
an antenna.

On those houses (or apartments) where there is no visible wire
serving as an antenna, there is one of two explanations. (1) The
family may not have a Rad i o and (2) they may have a Rad i o with
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hidden wires or special inside connections Eerving as an ant~nna.
In this "Business Builder ~heet" we will not be concerned with
the family w i th no Rad lo -- a latter "Business Builder Sheet" will
tell you what to do for non-ra~io owners. .

As you make your survey, list those houses that appear to lead to
likely prospects. Get the street number of these houses. This
will De your prospect list.

Your next job is to get the names of the people who live in the
houseE of your prospect list. If you know some of these people,
so much the better. If you dJn't know them, there are several
ways for you to find out their names. Childrep playing in the
neighborhood will be able to help you out. Then there is the
city or town directory which you can consult in any newspaper
office or at the local, POEt office.

Once yoU know the name of one family in one block and'get into
their ho rue , you should maneuver the conversation around to the
neighbors, and asa result, obtain their names.

The approach to the antenna prospect eho1).ldbe well thought out
and gauged to fit local customs and your own persdnality. .

You may make better progress by telephone, mail or direct contact.
Try all of these methods of approach and push the one which
seems to prodUce best results for you. In other parts of your
Course more specLf ic directions for mak i ng contact with your
prospects are given. In this "Business BulLder" we are more
concerned wi.t.h the t.echnLcaL and. practical aspects of installing
a good modern antenna that conforms to proper engin~ering practice
and for underwriters regulations.

First let us consider what COIlEtitutes an unsatisfactory and.un-
desirable antenna. _~.llof the t'o L'l.owi.ng are included in this
class.

(1) Loo se and swaying wire s that may come in contact with other
objects due to wind, etc.

(2) Lead-in wires which might touch and short to the sides of
the building or to rain spouts.

(.3) Wires tied or fastened. to trees or other MOVABLE objects.

(4) Wires wn i cn CROSS OVER high tension, telegraph or telephone
wires.

(5) Wires strung around the room or dropped out of a window.

(6) Connention to the water pipe, gas pipe or to the circuit
of the eledttical wiring.

(7) Special gadgets which are supposed to give better rece~tion,
but actually do not.

(8) 'lig-zag wires strung about in all sorts of forms arid angles ~
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These are all definitely bad practice and should never be used."
Also, if no lightning arrester is used, the fire insurance on
the house is usually voided.
Different types of receivers and different locations require
different types of antenna Ln s t.e.Ll at.Lo n s , Proper directions will
.be given in the series of IIBusiness BuaLder-s''for the different
r-equ i.r-e.aent.e ,

Let us first consider the lIoverheadl1 inverted tlL"type of antenna.
This is perhaps the most widely used antenna syste~ .in us~ today --
although in some cases its use is not recommended, as for instance,
for a.n-all-wave receiver. An "L" type of antenna is s hown in
Fig. 1.

TO ANT~IVAIA CONNCCTION
APPROV.(f) ON RCCCIV,cR

(/6'/1 TN lIVe U!j.!' -_=<"_
A~I(.("JT~R TO GRot/NO CONNecT/ON

ON R~cL:lv,cR

FIG: I

·\WAr~R. P/P-COR
orH<!:R (i'OOLJ eARTH
CONNeCTION

The pick-up portionconsiEts of seven twisted strands of lJo.22
or No. 24 copper or bronze wire. ~hiE should be from 30 to 80·
feet long, depending on the location and t.h e sens.Lt.Lv.Lt.y of the
receiver. The more sensitive the receiver, the snor-t-er'can be
the pick-up wire and the less will be the noise. Conversely the
longer the pick-up wire, the more noise -- also the longer the
pick-up wire, the less will be the selectivity of the receiver --.
but you also get an effective increase in the sensitivity of the
receiver vVith the longer pick-up wire. Thus it is seen that -th e
length of the pick-up wire must be a: compromise taking ~n1o con-
sider.ation all 0 f the above factors. .
The screw eyes of Fig. I prbvide a convenient way to fasten the
pick-up wire to·supports. These supports maybe of wood or·even
a 'brick or rock wall. If wood, the eyes will screw right into the
wobd if you will provide a starting hole with a nail. If you
must fasten the screw eyes' to brick, rock or other masonary, first
drill a iho Le in it with a hammer and 1/4 inch star drill. Then
drive 1/4 inch expanding.lead -slug in the hole (obtainable from
any hardware store). You can then fasten the screw eye in the lead
slug and since it expands with each turn of the scr-ew eye, a
strnngand SUbstantial mechanical fastening point .18--'provided for
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your scr-ew eye. 'I'he wires to the- insulators may then be fastened
to the screw eye.

The wire between the screw eyes and insulators should be not lese
than 2 feet long. The insulators may be of the glass or porcelain
type, but should.be entirely capable of supporting the length of
pick-up wire you are using. The pick-up wire should not be
sGretched tight. Allow it to sag about 6 inches in the center.
This will provide for expansion and contraction due to weather
charige s •

While it is desirable for the plCK-Up and lead-in wire to be one
continuous wire, it is often impossible to accomplish this, since
the lead-in wire will almost surely at some time or other come
in contact with the building. A more practical way to handle
this is to solder No. 14 seven strand, rubber covered, lead-in wire
to the pick-up wire.

The soldering jOint between the pick-up and lead-in wire should
be done carefully, because it is exposed to the weather and may
corrode -- thus introducing r-e srst.an ce and noise.

A recommended way to mak s this jo i.nt. is as follows: Scrape both
wires with a pen knife until theJ' are bright and until the copper
of each is exposed. Next tightly wrap about 5 to 6 turns of the
lead-in wire around the P1CK-UP wire. Get this joint thoroughly
hot with your sold~ring iron (this operation may be done before
putting up the antenna) and then allow plenty of hot rosin core
solder to run into the joint and between the w i.r-es until a good
solid connection is made. Then wrap the joint first with rubber
tape wld then with several layers of friction tape. This will
protect ~he joint from the weather and it will remain satisfactory
for a long time.

The lead-in wire should be protected and arranged properly from
the point where it attaches to the pick-up wire to the point
where it attaches to the receiver. It should not be permitted
to sway or rub against buildings or other objects. Although the
lead-in wire is insulated, if permitted to sway, it wLll soon
nup through. When this happens the entire antenna system is
likely to be grounded -- this, of course, will decrease the ap-
pardnt sensitivity of the receiver and will also introduce noi~e.

Porcelain "nail-it knobs" should b0 used to hold th0 lead-in
in place and to prevent it from coming in contact with the building
or other objects. If the lead-in is brought over the edge of
a roo{, care Ehould be taken to s~e that it will not rub against
the eeige.of t lre roof -- thus in time perhaps grounding or shorting
the entire system. If there is no 'Nay to hold the lead-in away
from the edge of the roof, wrap Several turns of friction tape
along the wire wher-e it crosses the roof. A better plan however
is to provide a support of some kind so that the lead-in will
never come in contact with the roof.

In many cases the lead-in wire will pick-up just as much or more
energy than will the pick-up wire itself. Therefore, its length
should be ohosen with reference to the length of the pick-up wire.
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Generally apeak i rig , and for av er-a.: e conditions, the to tal overall
length of both pick-up and lead-in wires should not be more than
100 feet.
One of the most important pirtE about an antenn~ installation is
t.ne 'Nay in wh i cn the lead-in wire is taken through the walls of
the building. A large nwnber of antenna installations fail in
this respect, and as a consequence, are noisy and inefficient.
To avoid noise and other troubles, the lead-in wire should be
continuous -- in other words, without joints or s91~ces. To con-
rorm with the underwriters regulations, the lead-in wire should
tdp t.hr-o ugh a porcelain tube at the point 'where it enters the
bu i tci.ng, This means that a hole must be' drilled through the wall
to Ftccommodate the tube. '!'hisis illustrated in Fig. 2. This

FIG. 2

hole is usually drilled soraewh er-ealong a window frame, .because
it 'as a rule is made of 'wood and makes dr_i~lingeas-i-er:,-~er,
a hole may be drilled throughamasQnarywall at almost any point
w ; th a star' drill and hararaer • This, 0 f course, requires consider-
ably more labor than is usually required, and must be taken into
account in your charges. ·After all, you will have to be guided
more or less by the Wishes of the owner of the receiver and building.
In 3l1y Case, if a hole is drilled for either the wire or porcelain
tube, it should sloDe upward. This prevents water from entering
the building at this pOint.
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If, for some reasoR, a continuous wire or porcelain tube cannot
be used, it is recommended t.hat you use a window strip for the
lead-in. Get this from a harJware store. Be sure to solder the
lead-in wire to both ends of the window strip. Unless this is
done, the installation will always be unsatisfactory.

After the lead-in is brought through the wall it should be tacked
along the baseboard of the room in a neat manner up to the point
where a connection can be made to the receiver.

The lightning arrester may be installed either inside or outside
of the building. For ease of installation however, it is recommend-
ed that you inetall it outside of the buildin~ directly in line
with the lead-in. Fasten the arrester to the building by means
of screws -- do not use nails, or you may crack the porcelain of
the ar-r-est.er. Wrap the BAHS lead-in wire arou.nd one terminal of the
lightning arr est.er-a.id continue it on to the point where it enters
the building. Then sround the other terminal of the lightning
arrester to 'a convenient wat,;;rpipe or to an 8 foot iron rod driven
into the ground. A ground clamp may be used in fastening to the
water pipe or iron rod.

Fig. 3 shows the det.ai Ls of a tiT"type of antenna Ln st eL'Lat.Lon .
In this case, the Lead-s Ln is connected to the center of the pick-up
wire. It is somewhat less efficient than the tlL"type of antenna,
but is particularly adaptable to a location where both antenna
supports are conSiderable away from the receiV8r. This system
is in use in many Loceti.ons and as a rule Ls entirsly sat.Lsf'act.or'y,

The instructions previously given in regard to tbe ilL" type of
antc;nna also hold true for the "'I'll type of antenna.

In repairing an old ant~nna, it is not advisable to use old wire
unlesE it h~s been recently installed, for after it bas been in
use for Borne time, the copp~r wire becomes corroded and if the
lead-in wire is not a very good quality, tbe rubber insulation
will bave become dead and brittle. The lead-in strip should be
examined carefully for br-eak s and fr,-wed LnsuLat.Lon . If the in-
sulators are of the porco.:;laintype, the finish sbould be examined
for cracks, and if tbey are glasE, tb2Y should be thoroughly
cleanc:cl.

SELECTION OF THE IJIATERIALS YJU WILL USE.

As stated before, the antenna is of the greatest importance in
Radio recc;ption and no amount of good workmanship will compensate
for t~e use of poor materials, so it will behoove you to be very
juducious in tho matter.

For obvious reasons lN2 do not r-ecommend any part.LcuLar' brand of
materials, but any reputable Radio joboer or mail order house,will
be slad to supply your reauirements. If you live in a district
where- supplies are readily available, it will not be necessary
to lay in a large stock, Since it can be replaced as it is used.

For a lasting job, seven strand enameled wire may be used for the
pick-up portion and a good grade of insulated No. 14 wire for
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FIG 3

the lead-in. The following is a representative list of the materials
that may be stocked for the ordinary inverted"L" type of antenna
which we h&.'10 d i ecu eeed ,

1 Roll (100 feet) seven strand enameled copper wire
1 ~oll (100 feet) black insulated No. 14 copper wire
2 Lead-in strips
2 Sight inch porcelain tubes, such as those used by electricians

12 Strain insulators (preferably glass)
12 Neiil-it knobs

An approved type of lightning arrester
.An assortment of ineulated staples of various colors

When ictually starting the job, the first thing is the location
of the antanna. It is impossible for us to give you definite
directions for the location, since each job offers its peculiar
problel:l6. However, there are a few salient points to remember and
it wou Ld be well to r mpr-ee s them on your .nLnd for they apply to
all types of antennas that are used in present day practice.

NEVEH run the antenna pa ra.LleL to any powe r , telephone or trolley
lines; a.Iway s keep the antenna as high as po s sLble above the sur-
rounding buildings and trees; arrange your supports EO that the
antenna wr re will De reasona.bly tight at all times; and try to
locate it so that the lead-in will not run close to electrical or
telephDne conduits. It is also well to remember that the type of
antenna under discussion has very definite directional oroperties
and this sho uLd be t.ak an into consideration when you are planning
a job. You will remember that the lead-in end of the pick-up wire
should point in the direction from which you expect to pick up the
most stations and you should map your plans accordingly if it is
at all possible.



When plann Lrig an antenna job a.Lway s look your ground connection
possibilities over carefully and have your plans very definitely
mapped out before. st.ar-t.Lng on the work .-r.'his will save you time,
you will be able to go about your ,':"orkwith each step planned
in advance and will earn a reput&tion of knowing what you are
,about and it will pay good dividends.

Incidentally, it might be wise to consult with your local fire
and building inspector as to whether there are any regulations
regarding the height of antennas, since in some places there are
certain regulations regarding minimum height. To find out about
this, see your fire inspector who will be familiar with all such
rules if any exist.
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Which bring quick cash and a growing business
SPRA YBERRY ACADEMY of RADIO, 2548 University Place, Washington, D. C.

RADIO BUSINESS BUILDER NO.2
HJViJ TO CHOOSE SU.??ORTS FOR -:!:'EEPICK-UP W'J:RE OF ?HE ANTENNA

Every outside type of antenna will require supports to which you
can attach the ends of the pick-up wire. Every antenna installation
present8 its own problem and you will have to choose your supDorts
to fit the location.

From an expense viewpoint it is desirable to choose supports that
are already available. Thus the pick-up wire may be strung be-
tween the building and a tree, between the building and.a garage,
between two buildings, or you may be limited to the length of the
building in which the receiver is located.

t\-.------ ..-----
/~i\\ \\ ./ Iii \\
I I \
/ '

FIG: (

Before quoting a price on an antenna job you should first look over
the building and near by objects very carefully. Decide what you
are going to do, and then give your recommendations to the receiver



owner. If you decide to string the pick-up wire be~ween two buildin~
or between a tree and a building, first ~et the consent of the owners
of any property involved. Finally get the consent of the receiver
owner for your recommendations. This will protect you against any
possible objections thRt may corne up later.

Suppose we consider typical exru~ples of different types of antenna
installations. From these cases to be considered you will know how
to go about erecting practically any of type of antenna.

Confider first the flat roof with no visable supportf for the pick-
up wire. It is desirable to locate the pick-up wire at least 10
feet above the roof. This means you will have to erect supports
of SOilleAind. These will aleo have to be fastened ~o the flat roof
in a manner which will insure that there will be no leaks.

The supports may be either wood or iron pipe. Iron pipe is pre-
ferred, because it is less susceptible to the vagaries of the weather,
more durable and offers less resistance to the wind than would a
wood support of comp~rable strength. Also in many cases, if there
is a house wrecking company near you, you can get the pipe cheaper
than wood. Of course, the pipe has been used, but in most instances
this does not detract from its usefulness as a support and many
times you can find it painted to match the building where it is to
be used. If wood is used, be sure it is straight grained and free
from knots and is of sufficient size to Withstand the prevailing
winds.

Now we are ready for the actual construction. ~he base for the
supoorts should be 'wood blocks about six or ei.ght, inches square
and of sufficient thickness (one to two inches) not to split easily.
It is better not to set the supports flat on the roof. They should
have a few strips nailed on the bottom of them about the thickness
of ordinary plasterers lath. This will prevent the accumulation of
moisture between the block and the roof, which might cause drunage
to the roof. If iron pipe is used, bore a hole in the base just
large enough to accommo da.t.ethe pipe -- this hole should not go
all the way through the base --:-the depth of about one-half inch is
sufficient. This will provide a firm foundation for the pipe and
will prevent it from slipping. If you prefer you may use a regular
pipe support which you can obtain from any plumbing supply house.

Always guy the supports with guy wires in such a manner that they
will stand up without the aid of the pick-up wire itself. Then in
case the antenna wires breaks, there will be no danger of the supports
falling over the edge of the roof and causing personal or prooerty
daillaGe-- thus possibly preventing a dam~~e action against the owner
or lessee of the building or your~elf.

It is a good plan not to allow anyone piece of guy wire to be over
seven or eight feet long. If it runs over this, you should break
it and insert an insulator. Fig. 1 shows the details of placing
the base and supports for the pick-up wire. Note that turn-buckles
are used for each guy wire. These will allow you to tighten each
guy wire. You should try to have about the same amount of pull on
each guy wire. Any undue strain in any oJje direction will tend to
pull the whole system ip that direction. .
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After erecting the eupoo rt.s and before t.aki.ng your antenna and lead-
in wire to the roof -- aSEuming that both supports are on the roof --
you suou Ld folder L'le leaJ.-in w i re :'0 the plck+up oo r-t t on . To make
the job of swinging the pick-up wire easier, you can use an ordinary
cLo t.hee line pulley on each su))ort and run a cotton rope through
t.nese . ~l1en tile pick-up will be ea.si er' to inspect or replace should
the neceSsity arise and is easily kept tight -- no small matter in
a satisfactory installation.

After the pick-up wire is swung into position and faetened, you
are ready to run your lead-in to the receiver. ~his deserves more
care than is usually givSn it. Be sure t~ use some means to keep
it fr:)Tnrubbing on t.he edge of the roof. you may use a neat piece
of woo d or an eye screw w i t.h porcelain LnsuLet.t on may be used. The
latter is t}le better way, since it can be more securely fastened
and .,i) es a'iYc,ywith the nece ssity of driving ne.iLs in the building
'which is to be avo i ded wherever possible. As the lead-in is brought
down the side of the building, a n~il-it knob should be used as
often as nec ossar-y to prevent sway Lng and chaffing of the insulation.

FleE

We are now ready to take the lead-in into the building. There are
several ways of obtaining ingress to the building and we shall
leave the selection to the discretion of the man doing the work.
The most coumo n if t118 use of the lead-in strip. This strip is so
well known that it needs no description and the connections obvious
to anyone seeing it. This method is not so satisfactory in all
cases, especially when certain types of weather stripping is used.
A very good way, if there is a basement and the receiver is on the
first floor, is to take the lead-in through a porcelain tube into
the basement and. bring it up through the floor inside the. building.
'I'hi.sway t.ne lead-in if kept in one piece which if very desirable
and t,18wire can be brought into t.he room right where it is to be
used. Another way is to bore a hole through the w tndow frame and
~hen proceed the Earne as for the basement. Eere again, you may be
called upon to uee your own ingenuity, since this too, offers
different problems on different jobs and the above are sug~estions
and may be changed or discarded ae trie necessity arises.
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At this time it will be well to mention the lightning arrester.
This is for the prDtection of the receiver and should be located
outside of the building and should be well grounded.

Now we are ready for trie ~round. ~hiE is also a very important
part of L"J.eLnst s.Ll et ron and just as much care should be used with
it as any other part of the work. A sloppy, slipshod ground con-
nection is worse than none at all, since it can be a sourse of noise,
fading and in some instances almost cause a cut-off of reception.
A cold wa~er pipe, if available, makes an ideal ~round. Otherwise,
a hot water radiator or a pipe or rod driven well into the ground
Tl1S.y be used. ?he ground wire should always be kept as short as
po ssi ble and IN NO INS ·~'.:".l~CESHOULD IT BS C JNlJSCTED TO A GAS PIPE
o.. "S.;...;::Cr:·.IC POWER OUTLET BO:~.

The wires inside tne building should be light or dark, according
to the finish of the room where the Ln st.a.LLat.Lon is made. If they
have to be run around the floor, they should be neatly tacked to
the base board, using insulated staples, matching the color of the
wire as nearly as possible. Be sure to keep the wires well out of
the way of mops, brooms and vacuum cleaners.

Keep your lead-in as short
and tape all joints in t.n e
as straight as possible
back on itself.

and as straight as possible. Solder
wire, keeping the pick-up portion of it
never allow the pick-up wire to double

FIG. 3

Very often you will be limited to the length of a building having
a gable roof. Such a building has at least one chimney and some-
time s two. If the owner of t.ne building will not allow you to erect
sUPJorts at the chimney (by fastening them to the chimney with wire
as shown in Fig. 2), then the only thing left for you to do is to
fasten one insulator to the top of the chimney and another to a short
support as shown in 7ig.2. If the house or building has two chimneys,
then two higher 6Up?Orts may be fastened to the chimneys as illustrat-
ed for Glie one chimney in -::'ig.2.

In other installations .it may be possible for you to string the pick-
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up wire between two buildings or between a building and a ~arage.
In the case of two buildin~s of similar height, all you have to do
is to string your Dick-up wire between two eye screws in ~uch a way
that the pick-up wire is in t~e clear.

AE'RIAl
\'Vi4.E.

/

FiG.4

'PULLEY
MAST(2"X4")

G\,iY WIRES •• ,

F/G:S
ARRESTOR

If there is a building and an adjoining garage, fasten one end of
the pick-up wire to t.ne chimney of the building and the other end
of it to a support located on the g2ra~e.

In many ca.::,esit is desirable to locate the pick-up wire between a
building and a tree. In thin case you have to provide for the swaying
of the tree, due to wind. Fasten the pick-up wire to one end of the
building in the usual way. At the tree you have a choice of using
a call spring or a rope (which rune through a pulley) with a weight
fastened to one end of it.

·Fig. 3 illustrates .the insullation details of both the pulley and
weight as well as the coil spring. Fig. 4 shows another pulley and
weight arrangement. Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 show various other arrange-
ments of fastening the antenna wires and Eupports to various types
of buildings.

FIG. 6'
F/G:7
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FIG:9
You want to be careful in working on roofs and when climbing
mak e sure of your f'oo t tng , Fig. 9 BhoVFS a neat installation from
a roof to a separate support. Note tje ladder. It provides a
sure footing. If you use a ladder, be sure to fasten it to the
roof securely either at the tao or bottom. Note the pick-up
portion of the antenna in -~'ig.9 is at right angles to the wires
on t~e telephone poles. This idea should always be carried out so
as to minimize interference from other near by w i r-e s.
In Figs. 10 and 11 the details af fastening the lead- in wire to the
wall, the install&tion of the lightnin~ arrester and the ground
connections are shown. Fig. 11 also illustrates the pulley and

FIG: 10

LIGHTNING
GROUND

FIG: If
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weight. (1) as well as t.n e coil or eot raL spr-Lng , (2) methods of
fastening to a support. A method uEing the" porcelain tube for the
lead-in is shown at (4) of ;;'ig.11. A method of protecting tne
lightning ar-r-e st.er from t.n e weather Ls shown at (5) of 7ig. 11. .:At
(6) an oil soaked cloth is used to keel the wire and pulley well
oiled. Keep your lead-in away from rain soo ut.e, etc. '3no 1J'.' and dead
leaves or ob3tructions as at (3) of ~ig. 11 can collect around the
lead-in and. may sho rt it or c aus e no i se . If it is necessary to
cross a drain pipe or gutter, use a Eoldered window strip aJ;1dDush it
under the d.r-ai.n pipe or gutter as at B of -:;'ig.11.

I

I \\I '\
! .; '\I ! '.;',;: \

V/ rl \\
I I •.. ,\
I (1' \\>' \')' 'l

FIG, 14

FIG. 12

FIG: 13
Fig. 15

Figs. 18, 13, 14 andI5 all show different methods of mast or support
construction. Fig. 12 shows the details of home-made wood mast.
The base iE made from 4 x 4 oak wood with six feet of it in the
ground. :Salts are used to hold the pieces together. Pieces of 1 x
4 wood are used for the top part of the mast. When erected, the
entlre mast should be guyed well with heavy wire and turn-buckles.

Figs. 14 and 15 i11ustrd.te the manufactured type of mast. '.'hismay
be mounted or fastened to t~e roof at almost any angle. Fig. 13
shows a special type of base far this mast. This mast when shipped
to you is fifty inches long. Bowever, it maybe opened up so that
it will extend up to thirteen feet. The base may be fastened to the
roof with wood scr-ews or it may be nailed. "he mast is fitted w i t.h
a guy w i.r-e di sc at the t.oo and guy wire rings at intermediate points.
It may be purchased from practically any qadio mail order 'firm,
complete add ready for installation.
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FIG. 17

In fastening ally ma st to a roof, mar; e cure of a water proof installa-
tion. Use tar, pitch or roofing cement around and over all nail
and screw hoLe s.

Fig. 16 shows the details of a short mast to be mounted on the roof
or side of a buildin~.

Fig. 17 shows how to make a Western Union stranded wire joint. This
method should be emaloyed ~~en you have to make a joint in any
stranded wire ~~ich is exoosed to the weather.

Figs. 1,3, 19 2.nd 20 show different uie t.hods of mak i ng a ground con-
ne cti.on t,) a wat.e r- pipe. Fier,.21 shows a specLr L si x foot iron
rod tl1~t uay be driven into tile r:.round.to act as a ground connection.

W\R~. TO 6.~T.

FIG 18

FIG: 1.9

An approved type of lightning, ar-r ester- is shown in :'''ie;.22. Fig.
23 shows a type of porcelain tube used for the lead-in wire. Fig.
24 shows a special spring to be used when the plck-up wire must
fasten to a tree. Fig. 25 shows an eye screw with porcelain in-
sulation, while Fig. 26 shows a porcelain nail-it knob used to hold
the lead-in wire in pLac e along tne ei de of the building.
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FIG: 24

A special type of lead.-in connection is shown in ?ig. 27. '~"hisre-
ou i ree a hole to be drilled in the w i.ndow glass. I'he F,lass funnels
are then held tight against, t.::ewindow i:~lassby means of nuts which
Ecrew onto tne long brass bolt. The lead-in wire is then fastened
to each end of the br'ass bo1t . To drill a hole t.nr-cugn a window
glass, lay it on a flat surface and use an ordinary steel drill and
pour a small amount of turpentine in the hole wh i ch you will be
drilling. If you keep turpentine in the hole and drill slowly, there

will be no danger of breaking the glass. Incidentally, this type of
lead-in inEtalletion is rarely used for a receiving set. In most
cases, it is used. for amateur transmitters.

We suggest that you study the mechanical details of the illustra-
tions in this Business Builder carefully. If you will do this,
you can m a.k e a nes.t,and ea.t.Lef act.or-y antenna installo.tion in alma st
any location.

All parts needed for an antenna installation may be obtained from
any Radio mail order firm or from your local Radio jobber.

FIG. 27
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Which bring quick cash and a growing business
SPRA YBERRY ACADEMY of RADIO, 2548 University Place, Washington, D. C.

RADIO BUSINESS BUILDER NO.4
HOW TO=NSTALL AU ALL-WAVE ANTENNA SYSTEM

Practically all h.adio receiver manufacturers recommend that a Modern
All-Wave noise reducing antenna be used with receivers which they
manufacture. These are recommended for several reasons. First,
they are scientifically designed for the frequencies involved --
they match the natural impedance of the antenna system to the input
of the receiver. Second, such an antenna picks up less noise than
other types of antenna Eystems, and another advantage is that the
pick-up portion of the antenna may be placed as near or as far away
from the receiver as is desired without re~ard to the length of
the lead-in. This is accomplished by using impedance matching trans-
f o r-m er-e and a specLa.L~ wire lead- in called the TRANSl'.HSSION LINE.

Practically all modern receivers sold today are of the All-Wave
type and should, therefore, be vsed in connection with an All-Wave
antenna system. Therefore, you'should learn all about them and be
prepared to make recommendations or be prepared to quote prices or
be ready to make installations whenever you are called upon for
this type of work.

There are many All-Wave receivers operating without an All-Wave
antenna. Whenever you corne across one of these, eEpecially where
the listener is trOUbled with man-made interference or where recep-
tion is poor or inadequate, try to sell the receiver owner a new
All-Wave antenna system. Recvmmend this pfocedure to all of your
friends and customers. A large amount of extra or spare time work
may be obtained in this manner and. these inEtallations usually
bring from SID to ~20 per 1nstallatlon, dependingonthe type re-
quired and the location. They will find an All-Wave noise reducing
antenna a genuine asset to r~ception.

Do not make the mistake of erecting just any All-Wave antenna system
for just any receiver. To work well, the.antenna system should
be designed to match the input impedance of the receiver in question.
Practically all receiver manufacturers either make a particul&.r
antenna system for their rBceivers or else they recommend a certain
make a So it is well to take this into consideration when deciding
on the type of sys~em to employ.
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If you don't know what type to employ, ask the distributor or jobber
(in your community for the receiver in question) for his recommenda-
tions. If you don't know t~e distributor or jobber for the receiver,
write to the Eprayber~y Academy of Radio -- we will be glad to make
recommendations.

The following Companies make several types of antenna kits. We
suggest that you write to them for further information.

Amy, Aceves & King
11 W. 42nd Street
New York City

Insuline Corp. of America
25 Park ?lace
New York City

Belden Manufacturing Co.
4647 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago, Illinois

Philco Radio & ~ele., Corp.
Tioga & "ClI streets
Philadelphia, Penna.

Bernback Radio Company
145 Hudson street
New York City

Philmore i'Lanufacturing Co.
113 Univ~rsity ?lace
New York City

Consolidated Wire & Assoc.
512 South Peoria Street
Chicago, Illinois

Corps. Pilot Radio Corp.
37-06 - 36th Street
Long =sland City, N. y.

Continental Wire Co., Inc.
110 Lafayette ftreet
New York City

Premax Sales Division (ant. masts)
Chesholm - Ryder Co.
Nia~ara ?alls, N. Y.

Cornish Wire Company, Inc.
30 Church street
New York City

HCA i'&.nufacturing Co.
Front & Cooper Ets.
Camden, New Jersey

M. hl. Fleron & Sons
113 N. Broad Street
Trenton, New Jersey

rechnical Appliance Corp.
17 ~aEt 16th Street
New York City

General Slectric Company
1285 Boston Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn.

Ward Products Corp.
.1523 E. 45th street
Cleveland, Jhio

In selecting a nOiseless ant.enna system, you should be guided by the
tuning rang e of the receiver and its antenna input impedance. Since
there is practically noway for the eervi ceman to determine the
latt.er, he must be adv i sed by the makers of these antennas which
one to use for various receivers.

One of the ~implest types of noiseless antenna systems consists of
a pick:up section, a two wire transmission line and a transformer
at the receiver end as in Fig. 1. The pick-up section may be any-
where from 20 to 60 ft. long, depending on the location, altitude
and receiver design. If the receiver is very selective a long
antenna may be used, but if at a favorable hi~h location, a shorter
one is cest.

Jne of the leads of the shielded transmission line is attached to
the flat top section of the.antenna and the other is attached to
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the other end of the insul&tor as shown. Depending on how far you
can conveniently pls.ce t.r,e antenna a'Nay from the rec eLvel' and
particularly from any nOise makin~ interference, the transmission
line m..y be up to 1000 ft. in length. ThiE much transmission line
is not supplied in the usual antenna kit but may be purchased extra
if needed. ~his is mentioned to indicate that the length of this
section is not cri t.i cat . Fow ever , a lway s follow the antenna kit
rnanufa.cturer'E instructions in this respect.

At the r-ec eLvmr; end of the t.r-an scu.ssion line is placed a trans-
former supplied with the kit, wh i ch is in the shape of a small.
round metal can. It is sinuLar- in appe aran ce to the small type
of I. ':;'. trans former. Eorae type s make us e 0 f E e ver-a I t.ap s as shown
in ?ig. 1 for accurate matching of the transmission line impedance
t::lthe receiver input. The one shown in ~ig. 1 has a double
lightning arrester and grou~d clip tQ be attached to the receiver
chassis.

The antenna to receiver terminal is connected to the receiver, and
while in operation, various taps ar-e tried in various wave band
s~ttings to determine the best tap for that receiver. It is left
connected to the one which gives the best results.

This unit is an auto transformer, having the transmission line
connected acro ss appr'ox irnat.e Ly 25 turns -- the total being about
150 tUD1S average -- with taps every 50 turns. The terminals on
the outside will be properly marked so that you can make the proper
connections without seeing the actual windings. The transmission
line shield is connected to the outside cover of the transformer.

Ordinarily the receiver input impedance iE high and such trans-
formers are, as a rule, made to match an average high value. For
this reason, tI"8 same antenna k.it ':i18.y be used for practically any
receiver of fairly recent deEign, eu ch as any one hav i ng a greater
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range than the 550 to 1500 r~C broadcast band.

Due to the similarity of input impedance values of various re-
ceivers, a somewhat simplified antenna transformer may be used as
in Fig. 2. The idea is the same as that of Fig.. 1 but the taps
and lightning arrester are omitted. This is a very satisfactory
type of antenna.

.r:': /NSULATORS~

_: lj-------ota:----~Io-_4'r_
ANTENNA! LEAl) IN~ II

(NON PICKUP) II

, ::~
SHIEL 0

t
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r-----II'
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R.F. AUTO ,t:-/G.2
TRANSFORMER -

Instead of two separate leads for the transmission line, note that
the two leads consist of a center wire and an outside shield.
'These form the two transmission line conductors, thus simplifying
the system without sacrificing very much efficiency.

TWISTED PAJR
TRANSMISSION _

L IN£ -----

TO ANT. OF
R!:. C.

..("---,
T i
I i
I I
I 1
I».»: A 1./TO I

TRANSFORM£/? L_
FIG . ...J

Another type of transmission line is shown in ?ig. 3. It consists
simply of a IItwisted pair'! line Similar to a telephone line. It
is connected just as those in ~igs. 1 and 2 but has no outside
shield. The line itself ho~ever, cannot pick-up any signals or
no t.se bec aus e of the twisted arrangement of the wires. The .ant.anna
lead-in is connected to the coil tap while the free lead is grounded.
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Greater efficiency is obtained by usinr:::,Eeparate wire lines run
parallel and transposed every few feet'by means of special trans-
~osition blocks as in Fig. 4. Connections are exactly as in Fig. 3,

IV
Or

FIG. 4

but the transmission line is of different make up. Due to a definite
mathematical relation between the wire diameter and the spacing of
the two wires the transposition blocks are made for a special wire
furnished with the kit.

This type of transmission line d o es not pick up any si zna I or inter-
ference of itself. Virtually all of the input volta~e operating
the receiver is obtained from the flat top or pick-up section of
the antenna.

For a still more efficient sys1em as in ~i~. 5 an impedance matching

TO s e c. ANT.

FIG. S

transformer is used both at the antenna and at the receiver. In this
case, the transmission line Lileybeef any of the typeE mentioned
and may be up to 1000 ft. in length without any no t.i.c eab.Le difference
in reception. The length of the pick-up section in this case must
be followed more cLo 5ely than ot.nerwa.s e because of the design of the
antenna coupling transformers.
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Now, if the receiver w i II tune up to 20 meg.acycLes or beyond, a
doublet antenna is recommended as in Fig. 6.

F/G.6

This type of antenna consists simply of a pick-up section broken
in the center for a t.t achLng the transmission line instead of at
the end. The line may be attached directly only by means of a
transformer, perferably as indicated in ?ig. 6.
The higher the frequency of the band coverap-e, the shorter the
antenna may be for these bands, but of course, this will decrease
tile pick-up for the lower frequencies . A goo d medium value would
be around 20 ft. per section, 40 ft. in all. In some cas~s the
transmission line is designed in such a way that it will be most-
effective when the antenna is cut to a certain specified length.
This, of course, is specified in the instructions furnished with
the kit.

The doublet can be used more effectively without a transformer at
the antenna end than the other type just discussed, because of its
characteristics. Several types of transmission lines as mentioned
are shown in Fig. 7 with their proper connections to various types
of t r-ans ror-mer-s .

Some kits, such as the ReA IISpider Web" antenna includes a multiple
transformer and a ~ultiple doublet system, intended to provide an
antenna of favorable length for each t'r-e ouenc y band. There is no
switching to be done, as e~ch antenna will naturally respond to
the band of frequencies to which it is most closely tuned by reason
of its length.

Of the various kinds of transmission lines, each has its special
characteriEtics. From a strict.ly technical senEe, a coaxial line
is by far. the beEt type to use, provided that the inner cable an~
outer sheath diameter ratio may be optimum for minimum 10£0£0.
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This Epecifica~ion cannot easily be met for broadcast receiving
antennas except at considerable cost. The next beet type is the
doublet wire transposed line aE in ?igs. 4 and 7. When connected
to the end of a single wire antenna one end of the line is simply
left free elec~rically, while the other is connected t~ the antenna
proper. Connections at tile receiver end and the magnetic field
about the antenna connection induces a voltage of opposite phase in
the free lead and the current :flow in this feeder produces a magnetic
field exactly opposite to that in the main lead-in connected to
the antenna, thus neutralizing it and preventing pick-up.

Any sLgnal pi.cked up by one of these transmission line leads would
also be picked up by the other and two equal voltages would be
produced in the same direction. Current would flow in the same
direction in both w i.r-e s as in 2igs. 6 and 7, and because of the con-
nection to the receiver end with the terminating coil of the trans-
mission line center-taoped with this center-tap grounded, the cur-
rents due tJ these induced voltages, will be equal and opposite
and will be cancelled.

The feeder wLces, therefore, do not pick up any sig:.nal,but simply
conduct the signal current produced by the pick-up portion of the
antenna t.o the receiver. fmy electrical interference at or near
the receiver location is, therefore, considerably reduced as it
must travel to the pic~-up Eection af the antenna before it can be
picked up. It is likely to be very weak at this point because of
its nature of rapidly decreasing with distance.

This kind of an antenna has no advanta~e over any other kind of an
antenna as far as atmospheric (electrical Etorrn) interference is con-
cerned. It is only good for man-made interference and then only when
the antenna proper can be well removed from the Eource of interferenc·
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Which bring quick cash and a growing business
SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY of RADIO, 2548 University Place, Washington, D. C.

RADIO BUSINESS BUILDER NO. 13
HOW TO CHECK ANTENNAS FOR POOR CONNECTIONS, NOISE, ETC.

The student or today who is to be the efficient, successful, Radio
serviceman of tomorrow must rea11ze the value and necessity of ab-
quiring the knowledge and abili tywhich will enable him to erect··
and maintain antenna systems capable of operating his customers
receivers at maximum efficiency. It is strangely true that prior
to the adv~nt of the modern all-wave receivers the erection of an
antenna system as executed by a large portion of servicemen con-
sisted in the main of P.1erelysWinging a wire in a haphazard fashion
between two supports on the roof of a dwelling and connecting this
wire by means of a lead-in wire to the antenna wire of the receiver.

This unskilled, and in many cases, careless practice has resulted
in a large percentage of so-called antenna systems in use in the
field today. Most of them are merely makeshift noise collectors
and trouble makers. The ~eceivers connected to these systems will
be found to be operating under a han~icap -- not being given a fair
chance to produce the maximum performance of which they are capable
of delivering. Then too, this condition has been further aggravated
by many set owners or other inexperienced persons who, in their
effort to save the expense incurred by hiring a serviceman to erect
a proper antenna, constructed their interpretation of an antenna
system which usually produced an energy collector possessing detri-
mental features which pa rt talLy impaired, and in some cases, totally
destroyed the purpose it was de~igned to serve.

When you are called upon to service a receiver, regardless of the
complaint, it is df the utmost importance that you make a careful
and complete test of the antenna system to which the receiver is
connected. In performing this operation your antenna installation
business will receive a boost, as many inadequate and defective
antenna systems will be disclosed by the test but the most important
ben errt to be gained from this practice will be the protection of
your )"-B}lutn.tlQR BB an efficient Rad i o serviceman.

Numerous cases of poor sensitivity, fading or intermittent recept+on,
have been traced directly to a faulty antenna system hav i.ng a high
resistance leak, high resistance joint or loose connections. SerVice-
men have been known to bring reee ivers to the ir shop with the
troubles just mentioned and when placed on test in the shop, per-



formance "-2.8 gooe~ for sever-al days. However, when returned to
the customer's home, the old complaint immediately arose and. the
serviceman renewed his efforts to find the difficulty in the chassis
-- often replacing resistors, coupling condensers, by-pass con~
densers and whatnot in his desperation to locate the heart of the
trouble and in the end being rewarded with failure for his efforts.
All of this waste of valuable time and worry would have been avoided
l:;,yuse of a Ll ttle thought and an inspe.ction of the antenna which
would have revealed the real difficulty immediately.
When frequent call-backs arise, it is only a natural conclusion
that doubt will form in the customer's mind as to your ability as a
serviceman and your prestige suffers in his opinion as a result.
A satisfied customer is your greatest advertising asset -- word of
mouth recommendation as to your ability to his friends will mean
more effective and beneficial advertising than any other form of
solicitation.
That is why we say it 1s imperative you never depart from the home
of a customer until you are fully confident he is completely satis-
fied with the services you have rendered him. And while the in-
spection of the antenna system is considered a minor detail by most
serVicemen, and generally disregarded completely by them, we cannot
stress too strongly the major importance of making this inspection
and test on all jobs as experience has shown that this inspection
has boen found in a number of cases to be the deciding factor between
a successful repair and a total failure.
In order that our test of an antenna system may be conducted in a
methodical manner, we will divide it into six distinct sections and
consider each section in detail.

(1) The pick-up w i r-e

(2 ) The lead-in wire
(3 ) The lightning arrestor
(4 ) The receiver primary or input
(5 ) The grouncl wire
(6) The ground. connection

We have spoken repeatedly from time to time throughout these
Business Builders relative to the importance of developing your
powers of observation. In conducting an antenna system check-up your
abili ty to observe existing cond it a one will be found to greatly
simplify your work of locating and remedying existing faults. The
actual testing operations are not difficult to perform and the
services of an ohmmeter having a low and high sCEle reading is the
only tes tins t.r-ume nt required.
THE PICK-UP WIRE: The pi ck-iup wire usually cons ists of several
twisted strarids of No. 22 or ~o. 24 copper or bronz wire. This wire
may be bare or it may be enamel covered. The average pick-up is
generally from 30 to 100 feet long, clepending upon existing con-
ditions in the locality where the receiver is irtuse.
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There exists in all Radio developments a series of compromi~'
the serviceman must learn to maKe US8 of these compromises, parti-
cularly as they apply to antenna construction if he is to 82plcy ~atis-
factory judgment as to What constitutes an efficient energy collector
for a given installation. Before he can reach a decision there are
several factors which must be taken into consideration. First, he
must consider the receiver with respect to its sensitivity and
selectivity. Second, he must consider the proximity and power used
by local broadcasting stations. Third, he must consider nOise
producing agencies in the form of power houses, ice plants,etc.,
which may be located in the immediate neighborhood. Fourth, he
must consider electric lines -- both high and low tension -- and
telephone lines which may be strung near the site of the installation
and fifth, the amount of free space he has in which to place the
pick-up, unrestricted by trees or other objects.

To more fully illustrate some of the compromises which exi~t in
RadiO, let us consider some of the problems which confront the Radio
engineer. For example, in designing a receiver he can go only·so
far in developing the selectivity. If he carries the selectivity
past a certain point the receiver will begin to cut side-bands and
the reproduction will suffer. LikeWise, if he increases the sensi-
tivity too much, stations will spread over a large area of the dial,
and if too great an increase is .made, the stations will lap into
each other. Thus it can be seen that a happy medium must be struck
with regard to selectivity and sensitivity by the designing engineer
in his finished product.

The serviceman also.encounters various problems in his work of
erecting or correcting faulty pick-ups and he too, like the design-
ing engineer, is called upon to exert his skill in making an effi-
Cient compromise. As said before, it is of major importance that
the type of receiver be considered in advance of actual construction
or alteration of the pick-up. The more sensitive the receiver,
the shorter can be the pick-up and the less will be the noise ratio.
Conversely the longer the pick-up Wire, the more noise and also
the longer the pick-up Wire, the less w i L'I be the selectivi ty of the
receiver but you will also get an effectivG increase in the sensi-
t.ivity of the receiver w i t n the longer pick-up w lre .

Therefore, it can be readily seen that the length of the pick-up.
must be a compromise, taking into consideration all of the above
factors. Good judgment natur-aTLy decrees that it would be unwise
to operate a highJ..yefficient modern Guperheterodyne on an antenna,
the length of which had been adjusted to effectively operate a re-
ceiver of the tuned Radio frequency type.

If you are on a service call and in mak i ng a routine tuning test of
the receiver, your attention is brought to the faet that stations
have a tendency to spread over several degrees on the dial, and in
many cases, accompanied by stations interferring with each other or
the volume of local broadcasting stations cannot be effectively re-
duced or controlled by the manual volume control, these indications
will immediately point out the fact that too large a pick-up is
connected to the receiver. A Visual inspection of the pick-up will
usually verify this to be true and the remedy is, of course, to
reduce the length of the pick-up. .
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This shortening process can be accomplished in two ways. The pick-
up ma.y be Celt at a point fe.rthest from the end wh i ch has the leo.('.-
in wire attached to it and an insulator inserted between the two
cut ends or a small fixed condenser ranging in capacity from ap9roxi-
mately .0025 mfd. to .0001 mfd. may help materially if connected in
series with the lead-in. If yow des~re, a small variable condenser
may be us ed instead of one of the fixed type, thus providing the
additional advantage of permitting a finer adjustment.
If, however, the pick-up is too short and the receiver is not of a
type possessing extreme sensitivity, a large reduction will be noted
,/111.8n:Tla};::ingyour tuning test. Another factor which must be taken
into consideration is that some receivers are more sensitive at one
end of the dial than at the other and the effect of poor sensitivity
would naturally be more pronounced at the less sensitive end. Then
too, it sometimes happens that the pick-up r-o sonet es at tho cnd with
good reception and t~e eff~ciency rapidly falls off, as the other
cn~ of the broadcast band is approached. A change made in the length
of the pick-up, which naturally would be an increase will generally
r-erne dy this cond it ton , Another detrimental factor wh i ch often arises
from the use of too short a pick-up is that some types of receivers
will oscillQte when conn ectcd to them.
If very noisy reception exists and upon removing the antenna and
grou.nd leads from the receiver the no i se stops, you have established
the fact that the noise is originating from an outside source and
is being picked up and fed into the receiver by the antenna.system.
If all connections in the antenna system are found to be in perfect
electrical condition, a Visual inspection should be made to deter-
oine if the pick-up is running parallel to telephone lines, power
lines or other noise produping agencies. If possible, the pick-up
should always be placed at rtgh t angles to these trouble makers.
When mak.tng a vlsua.I inspection of a !)icl';-upbear in mind it should
be fairly tight between its supports and that it should be well
clear of the rOOf, treos or other objects. The insulators should
be carefully irispected and if found covered with soot or dirt, care-
fully cleaned.
THE LEAD-IN WIRE: The: leacl-in maybe a continuation of the pick-up
wire or a scpa r-at e wire attached to the pick-up. The latter method
is the mas t desired as it is adv t sab'le to have an insulated wire
serve in this capac i ty , and. No. 14 stranded, rubber-covered wire is
ideal 1'or this use. T118 point whe re the leD.d-in wire is connected
to the pick-up is'usually found to be a source of trouble. Very
few of these connections a~e properly soldere~, if soldered at all,
and while tne installation w i.L), t'unctton perfectly for a short time
after the antenna is erected, the wires will soon corrode and result
in a high resistance joint. A careful visual inspection at this
'poi nt shou ld 8.1ways be made and if the join t s give ris e to the
slightest doubt in your mind, t~e lead-in wire should be removed
and tho conne ct i on r'e+e st ab.La.she d by r r r-at cleaning the wires bright-
ly by rubb i ng them with sandpape r-, then twisting the lead-in wire
tightly around the pick-up to provide mech2nical strength to the
joint and finally soldering by applying bBat from the iron to the
Joint until the solder has fJ.owed through and around it.
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Also a visUE'.linspection should be made along the length Of~~
lead-in to see that it d.oes not scrape against the side of the
building and that it is properly mounted on stand-off insulators
in order that it does not come in contact with the edge of the roof,
rain Gutter, trees or other grounded objects. It should also be
well removed from all telephone and power lines entering the bUild-
ing and under no circumstances mount~d parallel with them.

The lead-in should enter the room where the receiver is installed
via a porcelain tube insulator which in turn is mounted in a hole
bored through the side of the window frame. Many strap type load-in
accessories will be found in use for the purpose of bringing the
lead-in into the dwelling and they have proven themselves to be a
continual source of trouble. The average strap tYpe lead-in general-
ly consists of a thin strip of copper about a half inch in width
and about ten inches long. The body of the strap is covered with
an insulating fabric and at each end of the strap a fahnestock clip
is attached, held fast by a rivet. The strap may be mounted either
at the bottom or top of the window sill and when the window frame
is pushed tightly against it, the strap will be held firmly in place.
The bare end of the lead-in wire is then placed in the fahnestock
clip hanging outside the window and an additional wire is run from
the clip inside the room to the receiver. It can be readily seen
that the wire within the clips, and even the clips themselves, will
soon corrode and give ris e to an, Ld ea.L source of loose or high
resistance connections. In many apartment houses the window frames
ar-e of metal and during rainy spells, the insulation of' the strip
may become water-soaked and cause a high resistance leak. There
also always exists the possibility that the metal frame may cut
through the an su'l at ron wi th 8. si rm La.r- effect. Whon these straps are
encountered, the connections at each end should be soldered and the
insulation carefully inspected.

If you desire to make a test of the pick-up and lead-in with your
ohmme t er- for open circuit, high resistance joints and grounds, simply
dlsconnect the antenna and ground leads from the receiver, and place
the test leads of your ohmmeter, which has previously been set at
its highest scale, across them. The reading obtained on your meter
when making this test should be of a value showing infinite resistance.
If a rea,ding of less resistance is recorded, a ground exists some-
where in the system. An infinite resistance reading obtained on
the ohmmeter however should not be taken as a definite indication
as to the perfection of the system, as there may be other physical
defects which exist, such as high resistance joints or opens. If
you ,desire to make a continuity test of the pick-up and lead-in,
you may do so by connecting the free end of the pick-up securely
to the metal drain gutter by means of a wire and test \vith the ohm-
meter from the free end of the gutter to the end of the lead-in.
With the ohmmeter set on. its lowest scale, a reading of very low
ohmic value should be shown indicating normal continuity.

THE LIGHTNING &BRESTOR: After an arrestor has been in use for an
indefinite period of time dirt or soot may collect between the con-
tacts or conneytion posts, giving rise to hlgh resistance leaks
with its attendant noisy reception. The arr~stor may also become
defective due t~ a lightning surge fusing the gap within it and
thus produce a short circuit which will stop the reception of
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distant stations. In testing the arrestor with an ohmceter, set
the ohmmeter to its hlghest scale and place the test leads across
the' two binding posts, the correct reading being of infinite value.
The simplest test may be made by disconnecting the arrestor and
noticing the effect on reception.
Many servicemen, when connecting an arrestor, bring the lead-in
wire to it and cut the wire -- the two cut ends are then cleaned
of insulation and placed under the binding post marked IIAnt.lt,
after wh i ch the free wr r-e is carried to the receiver. The ground
wire is likewise brought to the arrestor and cut, the two ends being
placed. under the binding post marked "Grid , II before being carried
to the receiver. This practice places the ends of the two wires
under each binding post and results in the possibility that a high
resistance connection may form under the binding posts as tho wires
gradually corrode. The best method is to bring the lead-in and
ground wires to the arrestor, remove about an inch of the insulation
from the wires at the proper point without cutting them and after
placing a turn of the bare wire under each respective binding post,
secure them tightly against the wires. This insures continuity
of both the lead-in and ground wires.
THE RECEIVER PHIMAEY OR INPUT: In making a complete test of the
antenna system the fact cannot be ignored that the input portion of
the receiver -- that is, the part or parts which are connected be-
tween the an tenna and ground binding pos ts wi thin the c1"J8.ssis are
actually part of the antenna system, being connected in series with
it. In conducting a test of a receiver input circuit the service-
man must, of course, be thoroughly fa~iliar with the type of circuit
contained in the chassis upon which he is wo rk i ng , otherwise, the
test will be apt to prove misleading and of no practical value to
him.
If the test prods of an ohmmeter are connected to the antenna and
ground binding posts of a chassis, it is normal, in the majority of
cases, to receive a reading ranging from a fractional part of an
ohm in some cases to approximately 15,000 ohms in other cases.
While 8.ny reading on the ohmmeter wi thin this range would indicate
that continuity exists, the best plan would be to consult a wiring
diagram of the receiver and compare the readi.ng obtained wi th that
shown on the schematic. Also in a few remote cases, when the ohm-
meter test is made, a reading of infinite value will be obtained.
This complete absence of any indication of resistance being present
in the circuit will lead the serviceman to assume an open circuit
is present only upon a closer' inspection to finel a condenser con-
nected in series with the input circuit.
The antenna lead-in and ground wire will be found to be connected to
the chassis in one of three ways. Binding posts are most generally
used, and in most cases, the ground binding post is mounted direct-
ly on the metal chassis while t:l.eantenna binding post is mounted
on an insulated shoulder or strip of fibre or hard rubber. These
binding posts will often work lo~se in their mountings resulting
in noisy, intermittent or no reception. They should always be care-
fully checked and tightened if found to be loose.
Another method often employed is the use of fahnestock clips. Once
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ag;ain, we generally find the ground clip riveted direetlyon the~
metal chassis while the antenna clip is isolated by means of an
insulated W8..E3heror strip. These clips ar-e an ideal source of
trouble. The wires placed in them will corrode in time, causing
high resistance connections, the tabs of the clip may become bent
and loosely hold the wire, resulting in noisy or intermittent re-
ception or the antenna clip may be bent down and rest against the
metal chas sis and erou.nd the antenna completely. Vthen fahnestock
clips are encountered, the lead-in and ground wires should, be remov-
ed and scraped until '.Jrightwith a knife or sandpa:per and then re-
plrLced, making sure they are fiT-mly held. by the clips and that the
antenna clip does not come in contact with thB chassis.
A few receiVers will be found to have two wires running out of the
chassis -- color-coded to denote the antenna an d ground connections.
The point where these two wires connect the antenn~ lead-in and
~round wires should be checked. These connections in a number of
cases will be found to be twisted in a oakashift fashion often
resulting In a high resistance joint. When discovered in this con-
di tn on, the wi res should. be c.leaned, the conne ct ion remade, firmly
soldered and th~ joint covered with a coating of friction tape to
provide an insulation.
As said bef6re, some receivers have a condenser connected in series
wi th the input system. This co nde'n ae r- vn Ll, often be found to be of
a variable type to allow a fine adjustment, and in a large number of
cases, it is of the compression types HS used in trimmer positions.
If this condenser is mounted Ln an exposed posi t i on, dust or moistu.re
may collect in'it or the mica insulation may become broken or cracked
resulting in noisy, intermittent or weak reception. It may also be
possible for a ground to exist dest.r-oy j ng reception completely.
A careful check should always be nade of these condensers when they
are present in a receiver as they are a source of trouble which is
often overlook~d by servicemen.
Many receivers are ope r-at ed on 8. p:round w i r-e alone. Whenever an
installation of this type is found, yo~ should endeavor to the best
.of your ability to discollrage the customer from a further continua-
tion of this practice and strongly advise him to allow you to erect
an antenna system to provide a safe and adequate pick-up for the
receiver. A large numbo r of receivers have a condenser from one
side of th,3 A.C. line to the chassis. IV~any-have a dual condenser
connected across the A~C. line in such manner that a condenser is
connected from bo-t h sides of' the line to the cha s s i s, One side of'
the A.C. line i~ grounded to the water nipe in the vicinity of the
meter and the ground w t r-e r-unn i ng to the z-e cei ver is llkewise ground-
ed to the water pipe. In thB ca~e of th~ single condenser, if the
set plug is placed in t·he receptacle in such manner that the con-
denseI' is in the hot s:l.de of the line and the condenser breaks dovll'D,
the current \fJ111 fLow through tho condenser to the chassis. As·
one side of th~ prima?y of the input stage is connected directly
to the cha ssi s, tho current 1,'{lllflow through tho primary windings
to t.ne ground lead connected to the an tonna bind.ing post making a
cornp lete short circuit of the A. C. line. The small wire used to
w lnd tfle primary could not stand this heavy flow of current and
would Lris t.ant.Lyburn out.
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In the case of the dual condenser, ~f the section connected to~0
hot side of the line should break down~ the result would be the
same. Explain this dee.ngerto your cus t.orner- emphasizing the destruc-
tion and fire hazard involved and you should have no c1.ifficulty
in gaining an antenna installation job.

THE GHOUND WIRE: The ground wire should consist of the same type
of insulated stranded wire as used for the lead-in. It should be
as short and straight as'possible and connected firmly to the cold
water plpe. In the cellars of most dwellings, the electric wires
s.re mounted along the rafters in an exposed posltion. Precauti.on
Dust be exorcised to avoid running tho ground wire parallel to
these wires and likewise, it should be as far removed from them as
possible. It is advisable that the ground connection be made to
the wa t er- p Lp e as close to the point where the pipe enters the bu i Ld-
ing as can be reached. In making a visual inspection of the ground
wite, check for these conditions.

THE GHOUND CONNECTION: The ground con1}ection to the water pipe is
generally achieved by use of a copper strap clamp or a set-screw
clamp. 'I'he se accessoz-I es are secur-e d in place mechanically by means
of a nut and bolt in the case of the copper strap and a pointed set-
sc r-ew in the case of the set-screw· c18J4;. If a strap type 1s
employed, the surface of the pipe over wh1ch it is.to be mounted
should be scraped until bright and the strap mounted firmly over
the cleaned portion. The ground wire must be solderea to the copper
strap. In the case of the set-screw clamp, the point of the set-
screw cuts into the bo dy of the pipe as the scr-ew is tightened, mak-
ing it unnecessary to clean the pipe before installing it. A very
careful inspection, both visual and mechanical should be made of
the ground clamp ins tD.llation. After observing whether or not the
ground wi 1"e it',properly soLd or-ed to tho clamp, take hold of it and
attempt to nov e it. If the part mov es on the pipe 1t should be
disconnected. and the Joint remade. High resistance and. loose con-
nections will frequently be found to prevail at this point.

Many persons living apar tment s have the gro1).ndwire attached to the
hot water or steam pipe wh l.c.hconnects to the heat radiator. This
is a very poor method- of attaining a suitable ground and shou Ld be
used only unde r ca.r-cums t anc es wm cri exist preventing a cold water
pipe from being reached. If this pipe must be used, the set-screw
clamp must be utilized for the connection. A copper strap is not
suitable, as the expansion of the pipe when it becomes hot will
cause the copper to stretch and when t~e pipe cools and contracts
a loose connection will result. Another adverse condition which
arises when using a copper strap in this position 1s the fact that
the pipe will have a tendency to sweat under tho strap and this
condensation will cause the copper to set up a corrosive action
in the form of a greenish film which will in turn cause a high
resistance connection.

CHECKING AL:u-VvAVE ANTE~1NAS: In checking an 8..L'L-wavo antenna system
no difficulty should oe xperie:1ccd if you have made a careful study
of the Business Builder entitled "How to Install An All-Wave
Antenna System". Disconnect the transmission line from the receiver
transformer and v:ith your ohmmeter check tho latter for continuity.
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This test may be conducted in a manner similar to mak~
an ord.inary Radio frequency transformer. As the transformer con-
tains a primary and secondary, continuity should be found to exist
between the t emuna Ls of these two windings. If you are doub tt'ul
as to the perfection of .the receiver transformer, the ends of the
t r-ansnn.s si cn line may be connected direc.tly to the antenna and
ground posts of the receiver and if reception is restored by this
act, it would, of course, indicate the transformer as defective.
To make a check of the transmission line, connect the ohmmeter to
the two ends of the Ilne which have been removed from the receiver
transformer -- if the antenna end of the transmission line is
connected to a transformer, a reading low in value will be obtained.
If',however, the antenna is of a doublet type and docs not contain
a transfo~mer, a very high resistance reading should be registered
in the vicini ty of infini ty. If the Lne uLa t Lon has broken down or
(lust and dJ..r t have collected on the cable, a reading may be obtained
ranging from zero ohms to higher values depending upon existing
conditions. If the resistance of the cable is indicated by a reading
on tho metar to be of' a va Iue lower than :20,000 ohms J it should
be discarded and a new one installed.
If an antenna transformer is used, in order to complete the test
disconnect the transmission lin8 from it and make a test similar
to the test conducted on the receiver transformer. If the cable
is of a shielded type;, always make an ohmmeter test from the cable
+;0 the shield for leakage.
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THE BEST ANTENNA FOR RECEIVING BROADCASTS
A single-wire inverted L-type antenna. The two' elevated supports~1t this case

poles-may be used only in cases where trees or bu,ildings are not available.

The Simplest Receiving Antenna
THE INVERTED L-TYPE

The First of a Series of Short Articles on the
Various Types of Antennae and Their Uses

By DAVID LAY

Since the advent of radiophone broad-
casting,' there has been such a great
amount of interest created in radio, and
so many receiving sets installed and an-
tennae erected, that one can look out of
almost any window in a large-city, and
see at least one or more antenriae or
"aerials" as they are popularly called,
stretched along the skyline. Some of
them are high ones, some of them are low
ones, some are short, some are long, some

. look neat and some ,look mangled, some
'are insulated, and some are not, some
work well, some fairly well, some poorly,

. 'and some do not work at all.
Very few of the beginners who erect

. -their antennae know what they are doing.
<Some of them have not the" slightest idea
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what it is all about; they just follow the
directions and "String up a single wire,
about 100 feet long, and as free from sur-
rounding objects as possible."

The antenna and the ground connection
form the means of converting the radio
waves into electrical oscillations, and if
the antenna is inefficient, how can we
expect the results to' be satisfactory?
Even though we have good apparatus, if
the antenna does not convert the waves
into electrical impulses strong enough to
operate the set, we cannot expect the set
to work. '

This series of short descriptions of the
different conventional types of ;mtenna is
written to give the beginner an .idea of the
structural details of the antenna as "well



ItfSULRTO,e
FIGURE I

How the inst~lator is fastened to the antenna toire and to the sllppoding wire.

as the uses of the di'fferent types so that
he will know which type is best suited to
his purpose and how to build it.

The type which has gained greatest
popularity on account of its simplicity
and general usefulness is the inverted
"L" antenna. The "L" antenna gets its
name from the likeness of its shape to
an inverted letter "L"

For broadcast reception the L antenna
is usually made of one single wire
stretched between two high supports, with
an insulator at each end of the wire. The
lead in wire is attached (soldered) to the
antenna wire at one end and brought
down as straight as possible, to the re-
ceiving instruments, as in the diagrams
on the accompanying photograph. The
insulators are attached to ten foot lengths
of supporting wires (or ropes) which are
fastened to the elevated supports. The
supports may be poles, high buildings,
large trees, or other elevated structures.

The insulators are used to prevent the
currents induced in the antenna by the
passing radio waves, from leaking down

the elevated supports to the ground with-
out going to the receiving apparatus.
These insulators are sold in the radio
supply stores and are made of some kind
of good insulating material that is water-
proof. They are usually made in a
tubular corrugated shape to make the
surface leakage path across them as long
as possible. Two metallic rings are
fastened at the ends of the insulator for
connecting to the antenna and supporting
wires. An insulator of this type is shown
in the diagram in Figure 1.

The length of the antenna wire
stretched between the insulators should be
approximately 100 feet.

The L type antenna will receive better
from the two directions in which the
antenna wire points than in other direc-
tions, and will receive best from the
direction in which the lead-in end points.

For transmitting on 200 meters, the L
antenna is made with more than one wire
in the antenna proper. Four wires are
usually used. 'With this construction,
two insulators are used at the ends of

FIGURE 2
This diaoram illustrates how the 4-wire
inuert ed L-type of antenna should be in-
stalled. Note how the spreaders are used
to give the four wires the correct spacing.
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each wire as shown in Figure 2. The
wires should be spaced at least two feet
apart. This is accomplished by the use
of two wooden "spreaders," each six feet
long. These should be made of hard
wood sticks, two inches square. The
sticks are connected to the elevated sup-
ports by means of wires (or ropes) as
shown in the diagram. Four lead-in wires
are soldered to one end of the four an-
tenna wires and these are brought to a
common junction from which a single
wire is run down to the instruments.

This latter type of antenna may be
used for both sending and receiving and
has a greater electrical capacity than the

single wire antenna. It has about the
same directional characteristics :as the
single wire antenna.

Its inductance is of about the same
value as the single wire antenna, but its
capacity is much greater and this is the
main reason for its superiority for use in
transmitting. Each of these adaptations
of the inverted L antenna should be con-
structed as high in the air as possible,
·especially in cases when the antenna is
to be used for transmission, as the ef-
fective height of the antenna greatly af-
fects the sending range.

The "T" type antenna will be described
in a near issue of POPULAR RADIO.

RADIOGRAMS
BY A, J. DE LONG

A MAN fell off the roof yesterday and broke his antennae.

* *
THE station that is issued the call letters GOD will have a

lot of puhlic-ity to start with.

* *
ANYBODY who can throw a stone into a pool of water ou qln

to understand the [icnd.anientals of broadcasting.

* *A YOUNG man who has been saving his money doesn't know
whether to buy a radio set or get married,

* *
WHAT a radio fan needs is a shop that will repair vaCHum

tubes while you wait.

* *
THE trouble with most folks is that when they get a station

good, the p1'ogram is spoiled because they wonder what another
place is doing.

* *
'VHAT makes the dog scratch so? ~Maybe he's got the radio

bug.
* *

WHY the lights in the boxes? That's to show the sound
waves the path to the receivers.

* *
A BEGINNER wants to know if it's the scarcity of radium

that makes radio equipment so high.

* *
NEXT to the lady who is always knitting on a street-car few

things are as annoying as the man who is always getting dis-
tancestations.
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From a diagram made' for POPULAR RADio."

TheMost Popular 'Transmitting Aerial
THE TcTYPEOF -.ANTENNA

,.,:Fhe<Sec:ondof a Series of Short Articles on
'-~'th-e<Various :Types of Antennae and-Th-'ei'r Uses

By DAVID LAY

THE inducta~ceof an antenna de-
pends, roughly, on the total of the

length of the ground lead and the length
of wire from the set to the farthest tip
of the antenna. In the case of the in-
verted L type of antenna this would in-
clude the length, of the ground lead, the
length of the lead-in, and the length of
the flat top. This would give a certain
wavelength which would correspond to
the "natural period" of the antenna.

Suppose, for example, that we should
be so located that we could not put up the
ordinary 100-£00t antenna as used for
broadcasting reception, but could put up
a longer one, say 150 or 200 feet long.
Ordinarily the wavelength or natural
period of this antenna would be too high.

If w,e put up a T antenna of this extra

length, (that is, if we should divide the
, flat top in two, with the lead-in in the
center as shown in the diagram on this
page), we will have the same over-all
length from the ground to the farthest tip
of the antenna as in the shorter L type of
antenna. This will' give us an antenna
with approximately the same inductance
but twice the capacity. Obviously this
antenna would have a lower wavelength
than an L type antenna of the same length
and would be ideal for transmitting, while
at the same time if would be suitable for
receiving.

The T type antenna will provide
slightly better reception characteristics in
the directions in which the two ends of
the antenna point, but it will receive well
from any direction.
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From a diagram made for POPULAR RADIO

AMATEURS HAVE SENT AND RECEIVED TRANSATLANTIC
MESSAGES WITH THIS TYPE OF ANTENNA

As the amateur is limited to transmission or low wavelengths a highly efficient
ontenHa is a prime necessity, This is the best for his pwrp ose.

The Best Antenna for Transmitting
'THE CAGE 'lTI'E

The Third of a Series of Sh01,t Articles on the
Antennae Best Adapted f01" the Amateur's Uses

By DAVID LAY

THE cage type of antenna is meeting
with increasing popularity among

the advanced amateurs, especially with
those amateurs who are trying to establish
new records for transmitting. In view of
the fact that the amateur is limited to
small power for transmitting purposes,
any increased efficiency that can possib1y
be obtained in the apparatus that he uses
is of the utmost importance.

The ordinary flat-topped antenna uses
four wires, the outside wires carrying
more current than the inner wires; or in
other words, the outside wires are worked

at a higher efficiency than the inner wires.
That this is so is shown by the comparison
of electrostatic fields around the different
wires of such an antenna. A cross-
sectional view of these fields is shown in
Figure 1. It will be noticed that the two
outside wires 1 and 4 have more lines of
force connecting them to the ground than
the two inner wires 2 and 3. This of
course indicates that there is more current
flowing in the outer wires than in the
inner ones, and this difference in current
can be determined by actual test.

In the cage type of antenna the wires
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are not spaced in a plane or flat top but
are arranged in a circle, as shown in the
diagram in the photograph. In an an-
tenna of this design the currents flowing
in the antenna wires are more evenly dis-
tributed; even the top wire has the same
current as the lower ones.

In Figure 2 is shown a diagram of the
electrostatic field that surrounds a cross-
section of a cage type of antenna. Notice
that all the wires have approximately the

same number of lines of force attached to
them. In this type of antenna all the
wires are worked at the same efficiency.

This type of antenna also gets its in-
creased efficiency because of its tubular
shape, for it is weii known that the metal-
lic tube is the most efficient conductor of
high frequency currents.

In building such an antenna it is advis-
able to cut the wires the correct length
and lay them on the ground. If a six-

,ELECTRosrRTIC,
/ L/IYES OF FORCE'", ~

RIYTEI'IIYR
WIRES

GROUIYD
FIGURE 1

The potential gradient arouiul the end -wires I and 4 in a fiat-top an/emw is much.
greater tluui the middle wires 2 and: 3. This is evidenced by the crowding of the
electrostatic lines of force arOHnd the oHter 'Wires. In other words, the 17.t'O au/side
wires do 1110Stof the 'Work and the top side of the antenna does hardly any work a/ all.

FIGURE 2
In the cage type of antClllla, however, all the wires have practically an cuen. chana·,
a·nd each of them presents a much greater effective radiating surface than. in th¥?

arrangement shown i.n the upper diagram.



FIGUH.E 3
The cage OlltCllIlO1I1aybe used as 0 T-typc by bHild,illg three small cages, using two.
of them as the horizontal part, irit l: the third cage fastened betuicen them and scruillg

as the lead-in.

wire cage is to be built, six lengths are
cut and stretched out along a flat piece of
ground and one by one they are fastened
and soldered to the supporting loops.
These loops can be made of No, 00 hard
copper wire bent into a circle one foot in
diameter and soldered, There should be
a loop at ever y IS-foot distance along
the antenna, Thus for a 75-foot antenna,
six loops will be required, including the
additional loop at the end, Each loop
should be marked with a file into six
sections so that the wires can be attached
and soldered in such a way that the posi-
tion of each wire will be exact when the
cage is hoisted into place

At the ends of the cage the six wires
should be joiried together and fastened to
a long 22-inch insulator, to the other end
of which is attached the supporting cable.

The cage antenna can be used as an in-
verted L type of antenna (see diagram
on photograph), or as aT-type antenna.
In the case of the inverted L-type, the
lead-in is connected to the end of the
cage; in the case of the T-type two small-
er cages are used with the lead-in fastened
between them as shown in Figure 3.

The lead-in may also be constructed in
the form -of a cage. The loops for the
lead-in should be 8 inches in diameter,
instead of one foot.

The Public Benefit of
Good Broadcasting

To THE EDITOR OF POPULAR RADIO:

"J hecrt il» approve of your proposed plan to broadcast good
music ant: uatuoble information from the great centers of New
York and the cownt r». I see no reason tuh» 'this should not be
done, especially as th.e expense of doin q it is notel relatively
small and the public able to benefit by it is large."

Treasurer, Cooper Unio1i
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THIS AERIAL COSTS ABOUT $l1.00-WITHOUT POLES
Usually the wires are attached to trees or buildings, in which case there is 110 cost
for tnii cnna StlPP01'/S, The 'wire costs about $9,00 end the three in sulot ors obour

50 cellts each,

An Inexpensive Antenna for All-Around Use
NO.4; 'THE FAN 'TYPE

By DAVID LAY

THE fan-type of antenna may be
used for either transmitting or re-

ceiving, It is rigid in construction and
therefore especially suitable for use
where the location is swept by strong
winds, as there are no heavy spreaders
used in its construction,

This type of antenna is less directional
than the ordinary flat-topped antenna
and for this reason is suitable for long-
distance work in all directions of the
compass,

The wider the fan is made, the less
directional will be the reception 'or trans-
mission, With a fan of 90 degrees the
efficiency will be found practically equal

in all directions from the station,
The support for the antenna consists

of three masts (or other elevated struc-
tures) as shown in the above diagram,
One of these masts is located at the
lead-in end and the other two masts sup-
port the far end; these latter two sup-
ports are connected by a wire, to which
is attached the ends of the three middle
wires, The wires are all joined together
and soldered at the lead-in end,

Only three insulators are necessary
and no guy wires are used,

This type of antenna is simply con-
structed; it is efficient and at the same
time economical in cost.
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THE LEAD-IN E1\D OF A \VELL-C01\STRUCTED A1\TE1\~.-\
A is the lighlnillg stcit cli : B the su.p port uu) unr es; C the lrad-iu icircs ich ic h art' j,)i",:d
to qethc r to form a common lead-in; D the insulnt ors ant! E the alltelllla {(,ires i lin!
run to another set of in sulot ors alld supportillg ,(,ires or ropes. It will be noted that
the antenna 1S placed out tram the till roof of the h ousc a d ist anc c of at least /ifte')/.

[c ct ; this is done by lcn qthc uin q the 'wires or ropes E.

Pointers for Building Your Aerial

A ERLA.L.S are the ears. and mouth ofn a radio station. [hell' posit ion
and the way they are hung materially
affect the distance f rom which the radio
waves mav be received,

The id;al location for an aerial is a
low, bare hill, as far a~ possible from
other tall objects such as trees, chimneys,
telephone wires or tall buildings.

But these perfect conditions are
seldom, if ever, encountered at the par-
ticular place at which you are obliged to
erect the aerial. In this article, there-

fore, we will assume that the site oi your
proposed antenna is the only kind that
most 0 f ten maybe taken adva 11tage of
-the roof. Two convenient objects to
which you can attach the supporting poles
are a chimney and the covering to the
door leading to the roof. Steady these
poles with guy ropes fastened to the cop-
ing of the roof or to the roof top itself.

J i the aerial is to he a comparatively
short one. copper wire will do for the
purpose. However, copper wire has a
tendency to stretch, so that if you are
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lucky enough to be in the position to have
an antenna at least 100 feet long a
copper-covered steel phosphor-bronze wire
would best serve your purpose. As high
frequency currents travel mainly on or
near the surface of the wires, it is possible
to use a steel wire covered with copper.

Be sure to properly insulate the lead-
in wire where it passes over the edge of
the roof. In order to keep this lead-in
as far as possible from the front of the
house, carry it from the roof to the end
of a six-foot flagpole projecting from the
window through which you bring the an-
tenna wire into the house or take off vour
lead-in j oint a little distance from the- end

of the aerial. See that the insulators on
your aerial are strong enough to with-
stand the strains of supporting the aerial
in all weathers.

The flat topped aerial, as shown in the
illustration on page 109, is better than the
single wire aerial in cases when a great
height cannot be obtained.

Remember that all flat topped, or hor-
izontal forms of aerial possess a "di-
rective" tendency. It is advisable, there-
fore, to have the end of the aerial at
which the lead-in is fastened pointing to-
ward the broadcasting station from which
you expect to do the most receiving. A
good antenna is half the battle.

DON'TS
DON'T try to master radio all at once.

Begin with the simplest things and work
up.

*
DON'T hesitate to ask questions.

Ignorance is no disgrace and dealers and
manu iacturers are glad to give advice.

* *
DON'T expect to have as little trouble

in summer as in winter. Static is far
more troublesome 111 warm weather than
in cold.

* *
DON'T listen to the advice of beginner

friends who know no more than yourself.

* *
DON'T forget that radio is simple but

that common sense is as necessary as with
anything else.

* *
DON'T forget the importance of little

things.
* *

DON'T be in such a hurry to try your
set that you skimp things and make slip-
shod connections.

* *
DON'T try to drive tacks or nails into

Bakelite or hard fibre. Drill holes and
use screws.

DON'T forget that the wires on a coil
may be kept evenly spaced by winding
cotton twine between the wires.

* *
DON'T run wires parallel when making

a set.

* *
DON'T try to ground a set 0'1 an indoor

electric light or bell circuit.

* *
DoN'T forget that the positive pole

of the "B" battery is connected to the
plate circuit of your tube.

* *
DON'T forget that if the tube looks

blue you have too much "B" battery.

* *
DON'T forget to mark the adjusting

knobs or handles when you get the set
tuned to a certain station. It will save
time in picking it up next time.

* *
DON'T fail to learn the dot and dash

code. You will get far more pleasure
from your set if you can read them.

* - *
DON'T get wires tangled and snarled,

A kink in a wire will cause it to crack
or break.
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Look for the Antenna?

When I found the National Company
ad on the opposite page, Iwas
immediately struck by the message -
Look for the Antenna. Though I laud
the patriotism expressed by National,
as explained by General Horner
"Look for the Antenna" has taken on
a whole new meaning in modern
warfare.

Referring to how he would use the
forces at his disposal to defeat the
Iraqis, General Chuck Homer had
this to say about disrupting
command and control:

"Find enemy headquarters -
probably a group of tents or
command-and-control
vehicles (armored personnel
carriers - APes - loaded
with antennas). This is an
attacking army, so it has no
bunkers. They have to talk.
They have to use radios or
ground lines. Either way,
you'll know it. Without
communications a
commander can't control
anything. (He can use
runners or carrier pigeons, but
the bandwidth on those is
very low).

When you hear them talking,
you can do four things:
(1) listen but otherwise leave
them alone, so you can
disrupt their attack plan;
(2) jam them and so deny
communication;

(3) voice over them and
deliver the wrong
communication ("Sadam
Hussein here. Iwant you to
change your direction of
attack. Go north. Got that?
North.");
(4) or bomb them (1:20).

Though National's message may
have made sense when it appeared
in the mid-1940's, it would seem
rather ironic to today's tacticians.

End Notes:
1. "Every Man a Tiger," Tom Clancy
with General Chuck Horner, (1999:
G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York).
2. National Company Ad Radio
News June, 1930 pg. 231.
3. Tank cartoon Technician, March,
1954, pg. 25.

"Yo mind holdin' off the enemy until
this program ends?"
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PHOTO BY U. S. AR~IY SIGNAL CORPS

Radio equipment has become the symbol of the
modern instrument of war. The fast action, quick
decisions and perfect coordination of today's war
of movement demands perfect communications,
and radio provides communication "on the move."
We are proud of the part that National Radio
Equipment is playing.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. MALDEN, MASS.
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Shield Insulators
By Dan Howard

The air pocket insulators that we've
looked at previously 1 have always
been a favorite of mine due to their
unusual design. The long, ribbed
porcelain hood on the insulators
adds length to the leakage path (and
also adds considerably to the weight
of the insulator).

Though the air pocket design was
apparently not patented, two other
designs for shielded insulators were
granted in 1929.

The first (1,706,987), filed by Oscar
Schaffler of Detroit, MI, is a thru-wall
insulator according to the written
description. However the illustration
makes it appear like a strain
insulator.

The second (1,707,054), filed on the
same day, by Otto Ooelter of
Monteray, CA, is very similar in
appearance but is described as a
strain.

Though both of these designs were
patented, I've never seen examples
of either style of insulator. $0, were
insulators of this type ever made?
Were these truly novel ideas?

Seven years earlier, in October,
1922, this ad from Prather Brothers
appeared. Although the ad leaves
many details to the reader's
imagination, , could speculate that,
at this early date, the item could
have been made from Electrose,

1 Please see OFS April 1996 pg. 12, June
1996 pg. 12, October 1999 pg. 19, June
2001 pg. 14.

porcelain, or hard rubber. The
screw-eye type connection would
have been typical of any of the
materials. Note the huge size of the
insulators (7" in diameter and 11"
long)! Note also how the design is
roughly similar to the all-porcelain air
pocket strain insulator.

So yes, shielded insulators were
apparently manufactured and sold.
And no, the shielded insulator was
not a new idea when Schaffier and
Doelter's patents were granted in
1929. Apparently the pending patent
mention in Prather Brother's ad was
not granted, or was dissimilar in
some way from the claims filed by
the others.

This is the only ad that I have from
Prather Brothers, and I have little
else to share about the other
designs. Do you have a Prather,
Schaffler, or Doelter shielded
insulator? Can you share any details
about its construction? Please let us
know.

Sources:
Prather Brothers ad, Popular Radio

10/22 pg. 18.
U.S. Patent Gazette March 26, 1929

pg. 939 and 953.
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1,706,987. ELECTRIC-WIRE INSULATOR. OSCAR
SCIIAFFLER, Detroit, Mich. Filed .July 18, '1927. Serial
No. 206,488. 4 Claims. rcr. 173-28.)
1. An electric wire insulator adapted fOr installation

within a huilding wall for insulating electric wires there·
from, comprising an elongated shell casing made or
suitab!e insulating material, said casing having a con-
ical recess formed in each end thereof, substantially pur-

allel open channels tormed through the body of the
shell opening into each of the said end ccnica l recesses,
said channels being positioned within the body at an
angle with the axis of the shell.

1,707,054. INSULATOR. OT£O DOELTER, Monterey, Calif.
Fileu lIlar. 17, 1926. Serial No. 95,417. 1 Claim. (Cl.
173-28.)

In an insulator, a body portion Iiavi ng flared bell shaped
extensions formpd thereon, said extensions extending ill op-
posite directions from each other, a projection formed ill
each of said bell shaped extensions, reinforcing member
embedded in said body portion and having an eye extend-
ing into and embedded within each of said projections,
and su rrou ntliug an eye formed in each of said projections
and drip rings formed on each of said projections at a
point substantially midway between said Jast named eyes
a nrl the body portion for the purpose specified.

100 Per Cent Efficient Under All W'eather Conditions
An expensive Radio Set with all the equlpments that you can. buy

means nothing if your aerial Isn't properly insulated.
Insulators without shield protection have a line Iosage from DEW.

FOG, FROST, RAIN, SNOW and SLEET. There is not another
Insulator on the market that snow and sleet woufdn'f short a.nd put
the line out of commission, EqUip your aerial with shield Insulators
and have your aerial current the same under all weather condf.ticns.
The aerial and Insulators are the heart or the set. The BIG SHIELD
INSULATOR insulates so completely that they help to relieve statio
in summer time.

Buy from your dealer: if he cannot supply you, order direct from
factory. Send cash with order to save delay.

Mr. Dealer. write tor Dealers' Discount. give your customers the
best that is going; you owe it to your customer to see 'that, he gets
these Insulators and make hIs aerial 100 per cent et'Hcient under· all
weather conditions. Discount allowed to dealers only, buying five or
more sets. Insulators 7xll In .• per set $5.50

INSULATOR DEPARTMENT GEORGETOWN, KY.

THE LATEST IN RADIO-SHIELD INSULATORS

PRATHER BROTHERS
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What is it?

Though these unusual cross-connect
(center) insulators are not that rare, if
you've not seen one in use before it
might take some sleuthing to figure
out what they were for.

Among other styles of antennas,
large "double-doublet" antennas are
often used for lower frequency
communications. As shown in "How
to Install an All-Wave Antenna" (pg.
21), a doublet antenna typically has
two wire "legs" with an insulator in
the center. A double-doublet is
essentially two doublet antennas that
are joined in the center to a common
feedline. With its four legs, one
double-doublet style antenna can be
used on two (or more) ranges of
frequencies, making it very efficient.
As described on page 26, ReA's
Spider Web "multiple doublet"
antenna was advertised as covering
all frequencies from 140 KC to 23
MHZ!

Our "What is it?" insulator is a
specialized center insulator designed
for use with a military double doublet
antenna system. As shown below,
four holes are attachment points for
the legs of the antenna. The fifth
hole serves as a strain-relief point for
the feedline from the radio set.

I have had several of these
insulators over the years. All have
been heavy porcelain with a
mahogany-brown glaze. At 5-5/16"
high, 6-1/2" wide, and 1-1/4" thick,
these insulators are surprisingly
heavy - of course they have a big
job to do. None of my examples has

been marked with a part number or
manufacturer's marking.

These illustrations are from TM11-
2629 "Antenna Kit for Double-
Doublet Receiving Antenna" dated
25 November 1944. In the
Maintenance Parts List Appendix,
the insulator is described as a "cross
connect" insulator and is listed with a
Signal Corps stock number of
3G1100-104.3.

Friends tell me that these insulators
were used through the war in Viet
Nam and I expect that they are
probably used today.

As Imentioned at the start of the
article, unless you've seen one of
these in use, you may have a hard
time identifying just what it was used
for. A few years ago I picked up one
of these at a local junk store.
According to the helpful owner, the
insulator was part of a propriety
power-supply system at a local dairy.
The junk dealer went into quite some
detail about how this was used to
supply power to the milking
machines. No doubt the farmer
either brought the antenna insulator
home from the war or found it a
surplus auction. Whether it's a
military cross-connect insulator or
part of a milking system, this unusual
item is sure to generate lots of
comments (and questions) from
visitors to your collection.
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Show Reports

The NARC Radio Meet
Plymouth, MN

May 18·19, 2001
reported by Phillip Drexler

The NARC radio meet in Plymouth,
MN on May 18 & 19 was very quiet.
Attendance was less than in past
years (both buyers and sellers) and I
did not see any radios I needed to
bring home. I found two Johnson
stand-offs (white - $1.00 each), a No.
20 and what looks like the top half of
a No. 46 thru-panel insulator. I also
found a Fleron stand-off with an
rather odd silver-black glaze ($5.00).

Iwent to look at a radio collection
that was being sold by the owner. It
turned out that he had sold all the
good radios before he called me, but
I came home with two great items -
one was an unmarked, dark purple
strain - very similar to a Brach strain,
and the other was a DeJur airgap
(visible) arrester in the box.

The purple strain is about the same
length as a Brach at 3-1/2", but both
the two large ribs and the inner three
small ribs are smaller than the
Brach. The inner three ribs are not
the same size - the middle one is
larger than the other two.

The 5th Annual
Greater Portland Swap

Portland, OR August 11th, 2001
reported by Dan Howard

We had great weather and an even
better turnout for this annual swap in
my parent's back yard. Gil Hedges
and Robin Harrison were both on
vacation during the show and both
were missed. Tim Woods made a
surprise entrance. Though most
people just show up, Tim had
contacted me before the show and
apologized for having a conflicting
engagement. It was great to have
him show up, having juggled his
schedule to do both. The feedback
that I read on the ICON bulletin
board indicates that I'm not alone in
my opinion that a good time was had
by all. I don't recall finding any new
insulators or arresters but the great
socialization more than made up for
it.

The PSARA annual Swap &
Sale

Seattle, WA
August 19, 2001

reported by Dan Howard

With my folks on a car trip, I didn't
have anyone to share hotel
expenses with at this year's PSARA
show in Seattle. So a buddy from
Seattle agreed to park his 5th wheel
trailer overnight in the parking lot
where the swap was to take place.
Now that was fine, well sort of. I
rolled into town Saturday afternoon
with time to spare. But I noticed, as I
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got closer to the show site that there
were signs about road closures and
some kind of community pride event.
Turns out that there was to be a
community-wide parade/block party
with the whole works ending up in
"our" parking lot that evening. Well I
pulled in next to Gil's trailer and we
"hunkered down" whilst the parking
lot filled in around us with fire
fighters, politicians giving speech~s
and kissing babies, teenagers dOing
what teenagers do these days, a full-
fledged carnival, and on and on.
Though the parking lot was so full we
couldn't have driven anywhere to get
dinner, dinner was really no problem
at all. The firefighters and several
other groups had barbeques set up
nearby so dinner was waiting literally
right outside our door. We wandered
through the booths a few times
picking up the free ball points and
refrigerator magnets from the local
realtors, PTA, etc. The music, which
included a rock music venue, a
country music stage, and the high
school marching band, provided a
pleasant (and quite ectectic)
backdrop for our evening. We
swapped lies in his spacious trailer
until the crowd thinned around 10:00
p.m. However, with the lingering
crowds and parking lot noise, a
restful sleep really eluded me until
around 4:00/4:30 (a.m.) when the
first of the radio club vendors arrived
and the door slamming began again
in earnest. What can I say??? Gil
and I both found a few new items -
in my case a few insulators a~d a
radio parts catalog or two. Will I be
back next year? Well of course.
And if the free entertainment is
missing, well the show just won't be
the same.

The Antique Wireless
Association

40th Annual Reunion
Rochester, NY

September 5-8, 2001
reported by Dan Howard

The AWA reunion in Rochester, NY
was outstanding once again.
George Freeman prepared a Fields
radio display that was fully worthy of
the blue ribbon that he won.
Traveling by plane limited my options
for bringing a display but I
enthusiastically participated in the
large outdoor swap meet. George .
and I ended up in adjacent spaces In
the far corner of the Mariott's parking
lot. Though my sales may have
suffered from the out of the way
location, it was a perfectly adequate
base from which to shop. George
found an outstanding 1930's vintage
microphone for his soon-to-open .
Ralogium radio museum. George IS
a real gentleman and Ienjoyed
seeing him again.

I helped myself to some of the many
insulators and arresters that showed
up. One vendor beat me to several
boxes of parts, only to set the boxes
out for sale at his own space. I don't
know exactly what he was seeking
from the boxes, but the arresters that
I purchased from him were very
reasonable. I heard about what may
have been a Barkelew fuse-type
arrester but I never saw the unit. I
did purchase a pair of Keystone
Type A radio arresters (see OFS
12/99). That completes my
collection of Keystone lightning
arresters. And, in separate,
purchases Ifound both the two-post
and three-post glass Brach arresters.
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You just never see those for sale.
Several cobalt blue porcelain
arresters came my way. And I found
a new style of insulator that is a
cross between a strain and an egg
insulator. Perhaps I'll get a picture of
it in print some day. Paper was in
abundance and I added several
catalogs to my reservoir of pending
article ideas. I was waiting on a
friend so I didn't get my insulators
out for sale early enough to do much
good. But I suppose that I'm just as
happy to have the new ones.

Dad and I spent the days before and
after the convention doing genealogy
and putting miles on the rental car
visiting antique shops. They have
very fine large outdoor flea markets
in western New York. But from the
dealer's stories, it is clear that I'm not
the first insulator collector to discover
them. Regardless, the number of
vendors and the quality and
selection of merchandise was
outstanding.

On my trip two years ago I
discovered antique lightning rods.
We don't have enough lightning here
to warrant putting them up. In
western New York, you see lightning
rods on homes and barns
everywhere. After we got home last
time I made up my mind to try to find
a rod to bring back. It wasn't until
our next-to-the-Iast day on this trip
that I finally found a rod to by. The
dealers just laughed and assured me
that I wasn't the first to ask. Finally,
in a little village south of Rochester, I
found a Kretzer star pattern rod
leaning against the wall in an antique
shop. The tripod was complete with
Kretzer brand insulators and the

bayonet-style top was in beautiful
shape. I didn't get a glass ball with
it, but I suppose that I'll find one
some day. Taking a 72" rod home
on the airplane turned out to be
interesting. We started with a length
of 3" PVC and some foam pipe
insulation. After capping the ends of
the pipe we were in pretty good
shape except for the tripod stand.
Taking a quick trip back to the AWA
fleamarket parking lot (now only
empty parking spaces and litter), we
picked up a good-sized rectangular
box that had been abandoned. A
few miles of tape and a goodly
number of zip ties (also a flea market
purchase) later, we had the tripod
padded and wrapped and joined to
the PVC pipe. (We had to join them
together to get under the checked
baggage limit of 2 pieces).
Fortunately the Continental clerk at
Buffalo was in good humor as we
checked in and took it all in stride.
We deplaned on the tarmac in
Newark and I happened to look back
as the baggage handler was
transferring the rod from the hold of
the jet to his baggage cart. What a
joke watching him struggling to fit the
7' rod package into his 5' baggage
cart. But nothing got lost or
damaged and the rod is now safe
here in Portland. As my Dad might
say, I'm probably the first on my
block ....

Another item that was tough to pack
was the Superball antenna that
came my way at the AWA. So it has
a few small dents - well who
doesn't? Now you may recall from
our previous articles (OFS 4/01) the
superball antenna is nearly 12" in
diameter. Let me assure you that it
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would take a far better man than me
to make a 12" ball antenna fit
through the approximately 9" tall
door in the overhead storage bin.
The hop in the small jet between
Buffalo and Newark wasn't a
problem - the flight attendant
stashed it "somewhere" up front for
me and I picked it up on the way off
the plane. I figured that the BIG jet
that we flew between Newark and
Portland would have BIG overhead
bins, right? Wrong. Son of a gun,
they have 9" openings in the storage
bins on big jets as well. That flight
was full-to-the-gills so my antenna
ended up under the plane in a box
that was fine for carry-on but really
not up to the destruction derby in the
baggage hold. However, as far as I
can tell, it came through with no
more dents than it had when I turned
it over to the capable hands of the
flight attendant. Though it may not
be mint, it's great to add the unit to
my collection.

Put Those Spare Pin
Insulators to a Good Use

The following article appeared in the
"Shop Hints to Speed Servicing"
column of Technician magazine.
(January 1954 pg. 35) I got a
chuckle from it. You may wish to
make a few copies for your friends
that collect pin type insulators

Stable Solder Iron Rest

Some rests for soldering irons on
the market, and almost all of those
made by the home constructor, have
a tendency to get hot and burn the
insulation from test leads which ac-
cidentally touch them. Some of these
stands, especially the wire types,
have a tendency to tip, spilling the
hot iron on schematics, etc. An ex-
cellent stand which doesn't heat up
and which is very stable is an old

SOLDERING

{

IRON REST
HERE

insulator of the type used on tele-
phone-poles (see sketch). The de-
pression in the top serves to hold
the iron in a natural cradle, and
the flanges serve to make an efficient
radiator. The porcelain types seem
to work the best, although a glass
unit may be used. The insulators
can be obtained anywhere the tele-
phone company is replacing chipped
insulators, or they may be purchased
at any electrical wholesale store for
a few cents each.-John A. Cooley,
Washington, D.C.
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New Military Marking New Address

My dad recently found some military Chris J ,ee
strains with a new military marking - 262; ""thrope Way
CBY. l:' A~If?,GA 30044-7200

According to F W Chesson's article, O~,.Jliography
the marking was assigned to Aircraft • '- ~
Radio Corp. That seems quite ••. '" .s of articles from Popular
appropriate since the insulators tpl 8~~.~s'.;t.ppeared in the following
we found were probably specifie 1iIII..."_
use on a World War II vintagf"
airplane. ,,;. The Simplest Receiving Antenna" -

" Popular Radio 9/22 pp. 59-61.
New Email ar"

"The Most Popular Transmitting
Jeff Hogan's new Antenna" - Popular Radio 11/22 pg.
mUdhogan@Wn 189.

" "The Best Antenna for Transmitting"
".... - Popular Radio pp. 272-274.

Long-/ •••.V .chard Dawson
jo~' ~~" Jrtly after the NIA "An Inexpensive Antenna for All-
y> ochard has a fine Around Use" - Popular Radio 1/23n~ pg.31.

Ri~. Y awson "Pointers for Building Your Aerial" -
2243,-- ark Ave Popular Radio 2/23 pp. 109-.110.
Long beach, CA 90812-2522
(562) 597-7066. \ This Month's Cover

The cartoon on this month's cover
originally appeared in Radio News
(June 1927 pg. 1479). Entitled "A
Choke Coil," I feel that it is a great
lead in to this month's feature on
antennas.
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